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Fig. 1: Becoming an Optomancer. Our motivating scenario tells the story of Paul, Ana, and Carlos, three CDC experts analyzing
health survey data across space and time to understand the impact of COVID-19 on U.S. diets. Along the way, they will use their voices
and hand gestures to cast magic spells that weave together chart blocks, datasets, and interaction into immersive 3D visualizations in
web-based eXtended Reality. All three of these spell casters use our Wizualization system on their Microsoft HoloLens 2 HMDs and
smartphones to track down elusive answers to what the global pandemic has done to our very lives...

Abstract—What if magic could be used as an effective metaphor to perform data visualization and analysis using speech and gestures
while mobile and on-the-go? In this paper, we introduce WIZUALIZATION, a visual analytics system for eXtended Reality (XR) that
enables an analyst to author and interact with visualizations using such a magic system through gestures, speech commands, and
touch interaction. Wizualization is a rendering system for current XR headsets that comprises several components: a cross-device (or
ARCANE FOCUSES) infrastructure for signalling and view control (WEAVE), a code notebook (SPELLBOOK), and a grammar of graphics
for XR (OPTOMANCY). The system offers users three modes of input: gestures, spoken commands, and materials. We demonstrate
Wizualization and its components using a motivating scenario on collaborative data analysis of pandemic data across time and space.

Index Terms—Immersive analytics, situated analytics, ubiquitous analytics, gestural interaction, voice interaction.

1 INTRODUCTION

Arthur C. Clarke famously stated [15] that “any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from magic.” This is certainly true
for how many researchers envision people using immersive technolo-
gies such as virtual, augmented and mixed realities (VR/AR/MR),
collectively refereed to as eXtended Reality (XR) hereafter, to analyze
data in the future [60]; using vocal commands, gestures, and dataset
“reagents”—all classic components of magic—to conjure data visualiza-
tions and analytics interfaces out of thin air, anytime and anywhere. Fur-
thermore, recent work has proposed the idea of superpowers—arguably
a specialized form of magic—as inspiration for data visualization [78].
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We propose an approach to visualization authoring based on fictional
magic systems. We draw on prolific fantasy author Brandon Sander-
son’s concept of “hard magic” as magic systems that have strict rules
explicitly described by the author [62]. We suggest that a hard magic
system can be an engaging and useful mental model for users to author
visualizations for immersive [48], situated [72], and ubiquitous analyt-
ics [20] (IA/SA/UA) experiences. These ideas are also compatible with
recent movements within immersive and situated visualization [75] to-
ward modeless grammars of graphics for immersive analytics [17], such
as virtual hand and raycaster interactions for manipulating data [74].

We present WIZUALIZATION, a prototype implementation of a
visualization authoring framework for XR based on this hard magic
metaphor. Wizualization is a rendering system running on current-
generation XR hardware (such as the Microsoft HoloLens 2, or even VR
headsets that support hand-tracking) with the following components:

Arcane Focuses: Verbal control (creation and interaction) using
the Web Speech API (e.g, smartphone), gesture control for devices
with gesture recognition (e.g, Hololens 2), and passive viewing
capabilities for all devices (spectators).
Weave: A signal propagation mechanism connecting external
devices with the HMD and gesture controls.
Spellbook: A code notebook and dictionary of mid-air gestures
and spoken commands (spells); and
Optomancy: A grammar of graphics (GoG) for immersive visu-
alization and interactions for creating visualizations.
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These components together form a “hard magic” system because
they operationalize seemingly “magic” functions such as voice, ges-
tures, and touch interaction as spells to generate visualization gram-
mar specifications for XR. We have made all of the subsystems that
constitute our contribution available to eponymous repositories at
https://github.com/wizualization.

Beyond the engineering contributions of the Wizualization system,
we propose the following as the key intellectual contributions of our
work: (i) a comprehensive magic metaphor for using speech, gestures,
and touch interaction to author and interact with immersive visualiza-
tions; (ii) an immersive and ubiquitous analytics system for collabora-
tive data analysis in XR using the magic metaphor; and (iii) a WebXR
and React implementation—Wizualization—of the above ideas.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is influenced by research in several domains, including direct
manipulation and sketching, post-WIMP interaction for visualization,
and the emergence of declarative grammars in visualization.

2.1 Direct Manipulation in Visualization
Direct manipulation [67] is designed to reduce the distance between
physical input and virtual objects displayed on a computer’s screen.
Beyond games, one of the original applications of direct manipulation
was visualization [67]. As a case in point, the seminal dynamic queries
method minimizes indirection and reduces barriers between users and
visual representations [1]. Building on the direct manipulation idea,
Elmqvist et al. [22] proposed the notion of fluid interaction, arguing that
“interaction in visualization is the catalyst for the user’s dialogue with
the data, and, ultimately, the user’s actual understanding and insight into
these data.” They define a fluid interface as being one that: (1) promotes
flow (a mental state of complete immersion in an activity) [18], (2)
supports direct manipulation [67], and (3) minimizes Norman’s gulfs
of interaction [55] (i.e., the difference between a user’s intended action
and actions afforded by the system).

Sketch-based systems are an example of fluidity in interaction. In
SketchStory, Lee et al. [41] enable users to give ad-hoc data presen-
tations by authoring visualizations on the fly using sketch-based pen
strokes. ScribbleQuery [53] applies touch-based sketching to brushing
and selection in parallel coordinate plots. Schroeder and Keefe [65] dis-
cuss a system in Visualization-by-Sketching that augments the digital
work of artists and designers with real data.

The advent of consumer-ready immersive displays reduces the bar-
rier further still, with the most common modes of interaction in im-
mersive analytical environments being virtual hands and virtual ray
pointers [74]. Scientific sketching [36] allows for free-form 3D sketch-
ing to support data analytics in an immersive environment; the approach
has since been adapted to multiple applications, including 3D fluid flow,
collaborative analysis, and paleontology [56]. With that said, the use of
sketching in immersive systems is not new; in fact, work in the area of
direct manipulation was already exploring this mode of input for creat-
ing 3D scenes in 1996 with the SKETCH system [81]. However, this
and similar work of that era focused on simulated objects or free-form
design [33] rather than on data visualization.

2.2 Interaction in Immersive Analytics
Interaction has a central role in visualization [79], and this also holds
true for immersive and situated visualization [49]. Nevertheless, en-
abled by technological advances in immersive technologies, recent
efforts have explored novel interaction techniques and device syner-
gies in an SA context [10]. For example, Bach et al. [2] assessed the
effectiveness of direct tangible interaction with 3D holograms. They
compared the use of a Microsoft HoloLens with fiducial markers for
AR visualization to a handheld and a desktop-based setup.

Analyzing user interactions in MR spaces has also received atten-
tion. MRAT [52] visualizes usage data of interaction techniques in
MR, providing mechanisms for interaction tracking, task definition
and evaluation, and visual inspection with in-situ visualizations. Like-
wise, Büschel et al. [11] present MIRIA, a toolkit for in-situ visual
analysis of spatial temporal interaction data in MR and multi-display

environments. MIRIA provides mechanisms to analyze movement
of users and tracked devices and to identify issues such as tracking
problems or obstructions from physical objects. Flex-ER [44] is a
web-based environment that enables users to design, run, and share
investigations in MR, supporting different platforms and interfaces via
a JSON specification of interactions and tasks. ReLive [31] provides
similar cross-device MR functionality by combining in-situ and ex-situ
(desktop) views.

Cross-device synergies have also been used for enhancing the ana-
lytical process within SA environments. Butscher et al. [13] investigate
synergies between tabletops and AR-enabled HMDs to visualize and
manipulate 3D parallel coordinate plots. Hubenschmid et al. [32] ex-
plore similar synergies with tablets, and interactions via touch and
voice commands. Reipschläger et al. [59] does this for AR HMDs and
touchscreens. Finally, Langner et al. present MARVIS [38], a frame-
work enabling the combination of mobile devices and AR HMDs in
analytical setting. MARVIS allows the depiction of 3D visualizations
above and between devices through the HMD. However, these are all
one-off designs for specific displays and devices. Fröhler et al [26]
provide a more detailed survey of cross-device synergies in IA and SA
environments, referring to the domain as “cross-virtuality analytics.”

Of particular interest to our work are the interaction affordances of
toolkits designed for building immersive experiences. DXR [68], a
Unity-based IA/SA toolkit, supports multi-visualization workspaces,
with interactions (toggles, filters etc.), specified in a JSON specifica-
tion. Interactive elements include tooltips, view manipulation, and
configuration controls, and its grammar can be extended to work with
other modalities such as tangible, direct manipulation, gesture, and
speech input. IATK [16] defines a high-level interaction model that
provides filtering, brushing, linking and details on demand function-
alities, harnessing GPU power to optimise performance. Building on
IATK, RagRug [25] uses data streams from Internet-of-Things devices
in SA. RagRug portrays the potential of cross-device connectivity with
a visualization pipeline that combines IoT devices, data mediation via
MQTT, Node-RED for filtering, and IATK for visual encoding and
rendering in MR. Finally, VRIA [12], although predominately designed
for VR, also works in AR settings [6], largely thanks to the ongoing
development of the open WebXR specification. Our work here follows
the same open web technology approach as VRIA.

Interestingly, Besanc, on et al. [8] point out that new interaction tech-
niques for exploring, filtering, selecting, or manipulating 3D data are
often published in non-visualization venues, and thus remain unnoticed
by visualization researchers (e.g. [16, 17, 21]). They also note that
leveraging sensing technologies and adapting 3D interaction techniques
from other contexts has significant potential for positive impact on 3D
visualization. Nevertheless, structured mechanisms for creating and
defining interaction affordances in SA environments, especially for
voice and gesture input (such as this paper), are much less explored.

2.3 Gestures and Speech for Visualization
Combining speech and gestures has long been a vision for the future
of computing [28]. For example, Bolt [9] proposed “Put-That-There”
in 1980, allowing a user to combine spoken commands with pointing
to populate a room-sized space with 3D objects. Likewise, the use
of speech and gestures for interacting with visualizations have also
been advocated as potentially more natural compared to WIMP inter-
faces [40,60], yet remain largely unexplored. Recent work has explored
multimodal interfaces, for example combining direct manipulation and
natural language input [69]. However, we feel that in 3D, immersive
space, gestures are a more natural fit, with most current and emerging
HMDs (e.g., the Apple Vision Pro) supporting gestural interfaces.

The visualization of gestures [23, 34, 35] is more prevalent than the
use of gestures for visualization. One exception is Proxemic Lenses [3],
where collaborators use explicit gestures and implicit body language
to interact with large data displays. Another is DA-TU [29], which
features a tablet-based multi-finger gestural vocabulary for interacting
with database objects. However, the use of mid-air gestures for immer-
sive analytics has remained uncommon, with one notable exception in
Filho et al.’s evaluation of an immersive space-time cube [24].

https://github.com/wizualization


Considerably more work has been conducted in the area of speech
as an input mode for visualization for traditional displays [19,80], large
screens [3], and immersive environments [4]. The Natural Language
for Data Visualization (NL4DV) system [51] integrates contemporary
visualization tools with multimodal user input and popular analyti-
cal tools and workflows. Even the subject of combining speech and
touch—not gesture, but touchscreen interaction—has been addressed in
visualization literature [61], with the results confirming that multimodal
input is preferred over single modes of input for either speech or touch.
However, we argue that speech and mid-air gestures have not been
used in combination for immersive analytics in the existing literature.
We note that gestures (and even speech) has been used for data-driven
storytelling, such as the aforementioned SketchStory [41] as well as
the more recent RealityTalk [43] and Hall et al.’s remote visualization
presentation tool based on gestures [27]. Nevertheless, in this paper we
show how this can be a powerful modality in mobile AR settings.

2.4 Visualization Grammars and Beyond

Visualization grammars, first introduced by Leland Wilkinson as the
eponymous Grammar of Graphics [77] in 1999, provide combinatorial
building blocks for specifying visual representations using a concise
declarative language. This approach is radically different from the chart
template galleries used in tools such as Microsoft Excel.

Wilkinson’s grammar was quickly adopted by the visualization and
statistics communities. Hadley Wickham’s ggplot2 [76] operational-
ized the grammar in the R language. Vega [64] is a low-level explana-
tory specification expressed as JSON and rendered on the web using
SVG or Canvas; upon it is built the higher-level Vega-Lite [63], which
facilitates rapidly building interactive visualization without exposing
the full complexity of the Vega backend. Several special-purpose gram-
mars have since evolved, including ATOM [57] for unit visualizations,
Cicero [37] for responsive web-based visualizations, and PGoG [58], a
probabilistic extension to Wilkinson’s Grammar of Graphics.

Visualization grammars can also serve as low-level specification
backends for higher-level visualization environments. This allows point-
and-click interaction rather than textual specification. For example,
Tableau (originally Polaris [70]) is built on the VisQL grammar, and
Lyra 2 [82] generates Vega or Vega-Lite specifications as output.

Finally, there exists some visualization grammars designed specifi-
cally for immersive, situated, and ubiquitous analytics. ImAxes [17] is
one such system, enabling a VR user to freely combine axes to author
various multidimensional visualizations in 3D using direct manipula-
tion. DXR [68] uses a JSON specification language similar to Vega-Lite
to author 3D visualizations for immersive analytics in the Unity engine,
even providing an interface for modifying the representations while
in the immersive environment. VRIA [12] supports a similar Vega-
like JSON specification, but is entirely implemented using open web
technologies such as A-Frame1, React2, and D3.js3 rather than Unity.

In contrast, we propose a visualization environment for ubiquitous
and immersive analytics based on mid-air gesture and speech interac-
tion. Similar to VRIA, our approach is built on open web technologies
rather than a proprietary graphics engine. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to allow users to author visualizations specifications
in 3D MR using such a direct manipulation method.

3 OVERVIEW

WIZUALIZATION is a magic-inspired visualization authoring environ-
ment for XR. It uses the metaphor of a “hard magic” system—one
whose rules are explicitly described to the point where the audience
can reason about how to use it themselves [62]—because magic is
a familiar and useful mental model for many users. By mapping
grammar specification to speech, touch, and gesture-based interac-
tions, Wizualization provides a “hard magic”—i.e., operationalized and
deterministic—approach to authoring and interacting with visualiza-

1https://aframe.io
2https://reactjs.org
3https://d3js.org
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Fig. 2: Wizualization System Overview. The main system components:
i) Wizualization comprises support for a set of devices, Arcane Focuses,
which allow the user system control, ii) a signaling server, Weave, re-
sponsible for synchronizing the state of all connected clients (Arcane
Focuses) and storing the state of cast spells in each room, iii) a dictionary
of spells and code notebook, Spellbook, which stores the system’s set of
spell primitives and mappings to blocks of code for Optomancy, and iv)
the grammar of graphics we use to produce demonstration visualizations.

tions in XR. Here we will give an overview of Wizualization and its
use before delving into the system architecture in the following section.

At its most basic level, Wizualization (Fig. 2) is a web-based frame-
work for IA, SA, and UA in XR based on the W3C WebXR Device
API [73]. We developed the system for the Microsoft HoloLens 2, but
it should be compatible with any WebXR-capable device (such as the
Meta Quest Pro and any future HMD that supports the WebXR device
API). In fact, the system will also work with XR-capable handheld de-
vices, such as a smartphone or tablet; this enables a user to access their
Wizualization workspace even when no HMD is available. However,
the system is primarily designed for HMDs because it relies on hand
tracking, voice recognition, and overlaid computer imagery, which are
typically only partially available on handheld devices.

Wizualization user sessions are captured in virtual 3D rooms that
represent a unique configuration of datasets, visualizations, and a spell-
book (a dictionary of spells; Sec. 4.3). Initializing a Wizualization
session typically means creating a new workspace and adding new
datasets or using existing datasets already uploaded into the system.
Workspaces are persistent and can be shared by multiple users, provid-
ing provenance and persistence.

The inputs to Wizualization are spoken words, finger gestures, or QR
tags that have been associated with a set of chart and data transforma-
tions. A sequence of these inputs is what we refer to as a spell. Spells
are crafted by the user by first recording the input that will be used to
invoke the spell, and then specifying the chart and data transformations
that the spell will perform. Casting a spell, consequently, involves
merely performing the stored input sequence, causing the chart and
data transformations to be executed akin to running a recorded macro.

The chart and data transformations that make up spells are repre-
sented as blocks of code (called spell blocks) that form chunks of input
to the Optomancy declarative visualization grammar (Sec. 4.4). Spell
blocks are rendered in the scene as sequentially-ordered linked nodes
with snippets of the Optomancy specification that are germane to the
spell each block represents. A selection of spells that we consider
“primitives” are part of a shared Spellbook made available across all
of the user’s (or team’s or organization’s) rooms; others are created
specifically for a particular room and dataset. A user can also create
an Optomancy specification on the fly to immediately instantiate a
visualization for a specific dataset rather than creating a spell for later
use. In this sense, spells are visualization templates.

Finally, a Wizualization session is also characterized by the physical
configuration of devices and displays used during the session. The sys-
tem keeps track of these devices—each called an Arcane Focus—and
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manages input routing between them using the Weave signaling service
(Sec. 4.2). Since all rooms and configurations are server-side with
operational consistency and persistence, Wizualization also trivially
supports all forms of collaboration (Sec. 5.3): both asynchronous and
synchronous, remote as well as co-located.

Throughout the technical description that follows, we are using a sce-
nario involving a health informatician, Paul, and his colleagues working
on a large-scale health survey spanning space and time. The scenario is
inspired by real projects drawn from the first author’s current workplace
at the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. We interweave vignettes of
Paul and his team using the Wizualization system to perform a variety
of analytical tasks. Some vignettes are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Paul — Introduction
PAUL is a postdoc at the National Center for Health
Statistics in Hyattsville, MD, USA, a part of the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. He has

been asked to explore potential impacts of the COVID-19 pan-
demic on U.S. diets using the NHANES (National Health and Nu-
trition Examination Survey) dataset, which catalogs the health
and nutritional status of adults and children in the United States.
Since his research team is widely distributed across time and ge-
ography, he needs a data science environment that can support
multiple forms of collaboration. Furthermore, the data is com-
plex, spread across multiple years and ancillary databases, and
often has an in-situ component when survey statisticians go into
the field to collect local data in support of a research question.

4 THE WIZUALIZATION SYSTEM

Wizualization is the rendering and user input management system, and
also connects four components: Arcane Focuses that facilitate verbal
control for supported devices with a microphone (e.g., smartphone),
gesture control for devices with gesture recognition (e.g., HoloLens
2), and passive viewing for all devices (spectators); Weave, a signal
propagation framework that connects input and output devices in the
tool; Spellbook, which serves as a notebook and dictionary of mid-air
gestures and spoken commands (spells); and Optomancy, a grammar
of graphics for immersive visualization and interactions.

4.1 System Summary

Wizualization is the client application layer for the implementation
summarized in Fig. 2 and detailed in Fig. 3. It is written in TypeScript
using ReactJS and depends on react-three-fiber4 (R3F), a React
wrapper for three.js.5 It also depends on the WebXR API6 for hand
pose, the Web Speech API7 for speech recognition, and the AR.js library
for QR code recognition.8 Wizualization creates the specifications for
our grammar, Optomancy, which returns components from its R3F
renderer, OptomancyR3F, to be rendered as visualization objects in
the XR scene by Wizualization. Wizualization also imports our code
notebook, Spellbook, and passes it a sequential list of code blocks
designating each spell in the order it was cast; Spellbook then returns
R3F components to be rendered as linked spell blocks representing the
current workflow of the room. Wizualization events are communicated
across devices using Weave, our signaling server.

In the prototype version of Wizualization (see project repository), as
well as in the figures presented in this paper, we have included examples
using a selection of sample datasets, chart types, and Optomancy gram-
mar features. For the purposes of demonstration, we have randomized
variable selection for Wizualization user sessions. Wizualization ap-
plies sensible default properties to charts; for example, if a user wishes
to craft a bar chart, the first axis they cast will be assumed to be an X
axis and will have a randomly selected nominal field from the dataset

4https://docs.pmnd.rs/react-three-fiber
5https://threejs.org
6https://immersive-web.github.io/webxr
7https://wicg.github.io/speech-api
8https://ar-js-org.github.io/AR.js-Docs

applied to it. The second axis will be of a quantitative data type and
will be assumed to be a Y axis.
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Fig. 3: The inner workings of Wizualization. The core responsibilities
of Wizualization include: i) rendering the react-three-fiber WebXR
scene, ii) enabling hand tracking on XR headsets, iii) speech and gesture
recognition for casting and creating new spells, iv) brokering socket con-
nections between Arcane Focuses via Weave, v) generating Optomancy
specifications from spell input, and vi) presenting the appropriate user
interface to each type of connected Arcane Focus.

Setting Up the Wizualization Session (Fig 1.I)
When PAUL arrives at work in the morning, he puts
on his HoloLens 2 and fires up Wizualization and nav-
igates to a room managed by Weave. He takes out his

smartphone and navigates to the same room, and then does the
same for his PC workstation. Weave restores his workspace based
on the room he navigated to and uses his current whereabouts
(his office) to organize the view. He uploads the limited-access
up-to-date NHANES dataset into the workspace. Then he quickly
surveys the visualizations presently occupying his workspace, de-
ciding which ones to keep and which new ones to create. Given
the scale and complexity of the NHANES dataset collection, Paul
is particularly thankful for the virtually unlimited display space
that the immersive workspace is providing him for his analysis.

4.2 Cross-Virtuality: Arcane Focuses & Weave
We discuss some examples of cross-device synergies in SA—or cross-
virtuality analytics [26]—in Sec. 2.2. Our Node.js signaling server,
Weave, acts as a relay linking all devices—or Arcane Focuses—
inhabiting a given room via socket.io9 connections. The signaling
server can be layered over a database of existing spells and Optomancy
specifications. Its two primary roles are:

1. Device linking: Wizualization runs on client devices and passes
spoken commands and gestures, as well as recognized spell IDs,
to Weave, which are used to connect all devices in the same room
(i.e., connected via URLs with room IDs); and

2. Room management and spell storage: Weave is also the mecha-
nism by which project spaces are organized in the form of rooms.
Stored lists of spells—each assigned a unique ID by Weave—and
Optomancy specification files are linked to a given room, which
determines the initial layout of the visualization scene. The view
is then updated via device signaling.

In other words, Weave is the glue connecting all devices, and acts as a
persistence layer for changes to each room. It is a relatively lightweight,
but essential, element of the overarching system.

The system is inherently collaborative, supporting asynchronous
actions (spells/gestures). Users joining a room will see existing state
from previous spell-casting sessions and, if they are joining with a
device that supports gestures and/or speech, can continue adding or
modifying the scene. This is similar to a user observing edits (as
spectator) on a Google Doc10, made by others, and choosing to edit
sections themselves (even asynchronously).

9https://socket.io
10https://docs.google.com
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Configuring the Workspace
PAUL uses his hands to delete views that are no longer
needed using gestures based on American Sign Lan-
guage. Then he arranges the remaining views floating

in mid-air around his office into a comfortable arrangement by
directly grabbing and moving them. Finally, he pulls up the Diet
Behavior and Nutrition (DBQ) and the COVID-19 (COQ) question-
naire components, the latter new for the 2021-2022 NHANES cy-
cle, into his workspace as database glyphs floating in front of him.

4.3 Spellbook: An eXtended Reality Code Notebook

Spellbook is a learning support tool for Optomancy as well as a con-
trol mechanism comparable to a code notebook within Wizualization
(Fig. 4(a)). With Spellbook, an analyst can use a collection of prede-
fined gestures or sequences of spoken words to create visualizations of
their data. They may also choose to craft their own spells—i.e., define
their own methods, as one might record a macro—using gestures or
spoken words. We use the visual metaphor of—naturally—a book as
the interface for Spellbook, which serves three purposes:

Linked spell blocks representing each step of the spell sequence:
While traditional code notebooks, such as Jupyter Notebook, typi-
cally present blocks of code in a scrollable, top-down page, Spellbook
presents the user with floating windows, each of which are visually
linked via a curve with the block that precedes it (Fig. 4(c), (d) and (e)).
Spell blocks represent the user’s workflow. The blocks are a collapsible
element at the bottom of the right-hand page of the book (Fig. 4(b)).
Once expanded, they can be splayed out in a horizontal sequence in
front of the user and moved by pinching and dragging (Fig. 4(c)).

Variable selection: For the sake of precision, we provide a direct
manipulation interface for selecting the variable to act as the target for
new object creation spells (e.g., adding an axis). A menu of datasets (as
tabs) and the variables contained in each dataset (as a list of buttons) is
located at the top of the right-hand page (Fig. 4(a)). Selecting a variable
button sets it as the target for the next object creation spell.

Compendium of primitives: Wizualization and Optomancy allow
the user to record and translate gestures, speech, and materials into
specification files. We have pre-recorded and loaded essential gestural
and spoken primitives into Spellbook. A glossary of these primitives is
represented in the book on the left-hand page (Fig. 4(a)).

Each spell block represents either a gesture or spoken command, or
an element of the Optomancy specification generated by the user’s
interactions. Once expanded, spell blocks can be arranged anywhere in
the space surrounding the user (Fig. 4(d) and (e)). The dashed curve
linking each Spellbook block (Fig. 4(c), (d) and (e)) is animated such
that line segments flow from each earlier step of the user’s workflow,
into the subsequent step. In this way, Spellbook represents the room’s
analysis history in the order in which it was performed. A two-handed
gesture tapping the thumb of one hand with the little finger of the
other reverts the workflow to the step before the tapped block. While
considerable prior work has been conducted on the structuring and visu-
alization of user workflows—for example, work by Maguire et al. [46],
which implements and evaluates the Java tool AutoMacron designed
to do exactly that—we limit the scope of Spellbook by restricting it to
being a lightweight component library with linear representations of
interactions expressed in the Optomancy grammar.

For our gestural primitives, we use conceptually-related words from
American Sign Language (ASL), and for the corresponding spoken
primitives, we use the English corollaries to the ASL word. An
overview of the Spellbook primitives are listed in Tab. 1. Each primitive
is stored in the data format described in Fig. 4(f). We have opted to use
ASL due to its widespread adoption among sign language speakers and
the consequent ready availability of learning tools and dictionaries for
the language (e.g., https://www.handspeak.com). A glossary of
the primitives (cf. Tab. 1) is given on the left-hand page of Spellbook.

Gestural Programming with Spell Blocks
PAUL wants to evaluate the steps he took throughout
his earlier DBQ and COQ analysis. This mainly in-
volves directly pinching and dragging the linked code

blocks—or Spell Blocks—generated by Spellbook to retrace his
steps and find the surprising correlation between the two tables
that he found during his analysis. It looks like the COVID-19 pan-
demic has significantly harmed American diets, particularly in ru-
ral regions, but Paul is unsure why. He checks his analysis through
a combination of hand gestures and spoken commands, the ac-
tions long since having become familiar to him. A visual repre-
sentation of the current command sequence helps him keep track
of what he is doing and where in the spell sequence he is editing.
Gestures enable him to navigate back and forth in the sequence.

4.4 Optomancy: The Grammar of Wizualization

Wizualization’s visualization output is powered by Optomancy,
a grammar of graphics for the web, and OptomancyR3F, its
react-three-fiber renderer for immersive and ubiquitous analytics
applications. Like many of the visualization grammars mentioned in
Sec. 2.4, Optomancy accepts a declarative JSON format (Fig. 5).

Optomancy takes this declarative JSON specification and compiles
it into a full specification inferring sensible default values for missing
properties. OptomancyR3F acts as an interpreter between Wizualization
clients and Optomancy, taking the full specification from Optomancy
and constructing visualizations as R3F components.

Visualizations in Wizualization are constructed in stages, with each
spell block representing a chunk of the resulting Optomancy specifi-
cation. When partial specifications are passed into Optomancy, it will
generate some visual response for each recognized spell, as visual feed-
back at every step of the crafting process is vital for user understanding
and discussion in solo or collaborative sessions. For example, if the
user casts an axis into an empty view, it will display a 1-dimensional
chart, even if the user or users intend to create multi-dimensional charts.

Furthermore, Optomancy allows for the visualization of multiple
datasets within the same scene, meaning new data sources can be loaded
in at any time without requiring a completely separate scene to be ini-
tialized. This separation is possible via the grammar’s workspaces
construct. Optomancy configurations can contain multiple workspaces
(each with a distinct dataset), multiple views, and multiple layers al-
lowing for a broad range of view compositions. At present, Optomancy
supports the creation of simple Cartesian plots, in a similar way to
other IA/SA toolkits and frameworks (e.g., [12, 68]), with more types
planned for the future. Nevertheless, as indicated in Sec. 4.3, Wizual-
ization through Spellbook supports the recording of new spells that
may yield new visualization types. The requirement for the user is to
define appropriate gestures and voice commands that intuitively map to
each visualization type.

Manual Magic with the Optomancy Specification
PAUL, who has learned the rules of Optomancy in
part via Spellbook, is expecting to connect with his co-
worker Ana in the field to track down real-world data

supporting his analysis. Since Ana will be mobile, Paul decides to
manually construct an Optomancy specification to streamline her
data entry and curation. He installs the full Wizualization system
stack on his local PC workstation from the public repository, cre-
ates an example specification file, and modifies the Wizualization
application to use the example specification as a read-only pre-
sentation. Then he invites his co-workers to join the workspace.

5 USING WIZUALIZATION

We have already discussed the system architecture and the individ-
ual components. In this section, we present not just the interactive
and dynamic usage of the system, but also our model for ubiquitous,
immersive, and situated analytics for the web.

https://www.handspeak.com


(d)(a) (e) (f)

Spellbook Data Storage FormatSpellbook
Compendium of spells, dataset manager, and code notebook

Spell Blocks

Line

Line
mark: "line"

{
"key":

"a07ff089-2ca2-1341-cc58-74509f1d8577",
"gesture": [

{
"thumb0": {

"x": 0.23995332419872284,
"y": 1.5958237648010254,
"z": -0.08416889607906342

},
[...other fingertips for first frame]

},
[...remaining frames],
{

[...other fingertips for last frame],
"pinky1": {

"x": 0.40444329380989075,
"y": 1.5946118831634521,
"z": 0.18247440457344055

}
}

],
"words": ["line"]

}

(c)(b)

Gesture and speech primitives are stored in a JSON formatSpell blocks depict spell history in a stack or expanded view

"line"

Fig. 4: Spellbook, spell blocks, and the Spellbook data storage format. Spellbook has multiple functions within Wizualization: (a) It acts as a
learning tool for available spells within Spellbook (left page), a variable selection tool for subsequent spells (top of right page), and a code notebook
comprising spell blocks depicting the history of cast spells in the session (bottom of right page). (b) Tapping the spell history at the bottom of the right
page reveals a stack of spell blocks. (c) Tapping the stack of spell blocks further expands them in a line linked by curves. All spell blocks are linked in
a temporal sequence based on the actions performed by the user during analysis. (d) + (e) Casting further spells adds spell blocks to the list that can
then be dragged and rearranged within the scene by the analyst. (f) When a spell is recorded, a sequence of finger positions is stored alongside a
list of associated spoken words that can be used in their place. Spells such as the one in this figure representing the ASL for “line” are encoded in a
JSON format and stored in Weave for recall, with a selection of what we consider essential primitives stored in Spellbook in this format as well.

Overall, Wizualization was designed to support multimodal input,
allowing for different input modalities to accomplish the same thing.
While gesture and voice interaction are the main input modalities with
HMDs, speech interactions are also exposed via the smartphone speech
interface.

5.1 Indirect User Input

Wizualization detects both the words spoken by the user and the user’s
hand position and rotation, applying algorithms to identify the closest
match to the spell that the user is casting. The currently selected
Optomancy specification (Fig. 5) is updated dynamically as the user
interacts with the system; such updates are propagated via Weave.

5.1.1 Somatic Components (Gestures)

Mid-air gestures in Wizualization are represented as unique objects
assigned by Weave; the sequence of recognized fingertip positions is
stored as an array of objects every tenth frame, which we found to be
sufficient for our purposes. In conjunction with the verbal component,
a spell sent to and returned from Weave takes the structure exemplified
in Fig. 4(f), with fingertip positions between the first position of the
first fingertip (the left hand thumb) at the start and the last position of
the last fingertip (the right hand pinky) at the end omitted for brevity.

To interpret the user’s gestures, Wizualization uses an implemen-
tation of the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm (Fig. 3) [50].
Specifically, we use time series of forward vectors from the user’s head-
set to all recognized fingertips as inputs to the algorithm, and selects
the gesture with the minimum distance value output by the algorithm.

We use DTW for two reasons: First, it is appropriate for the
problem—i.e., matching finger pose time series to existing recorded
series that may be of differing length but exhibit the same general pat-
tern. It is what the algorithm was designed for [7], and it is well-vetted,
having been oft-used for nearly three decades up to the present-day for
gesture matching applications exactly like our own [42,45,71]. Second,
performance: It efficiently selects a best match among a number of
options with reasonable accuracy and very little overhead [14]. Fig. 6
describes the gestures to initialize spell casting and recording.

5.1.2 Verbal Components (Spoken Commands)

Wizualization also recognizes the user’s spoken commands. For the
purpose of recognizing which spell the user is casting, we use the
Levenshtein edit distance to enable “fuzzy” matching of existing spells

(Fig. 3). This done by calculating the number of transformations—
character insertion, substitution, or deletion—needed to turn the string
of characters representing that spell’s spoken words into each of the
words among the stored spells’ keywords, and then selecting the spell
with the fewest transformations (i.e., the closest match). We opted to
use the Levenshtein distance mainly for transparency (it is an easily
explainable technique) as well as accuracy.

Field Data Collection and Curation (Fig 1.II)
ANA is a survey statistician with the CDC. Last night,
she traveled to Fargo, ND to collect supporting data
for Paul’s project on the impact of COVID-19 on diets

in rural regions. She is now braving the cold and dark fall morning
to visit small groceries in rural communities surrounding Fargo.
XR on her HoloLens 2 allows her to perform data collection and
curation to supplement the DBQ component even in the field and
while walking from her car. Her workspace is mobile and centered
around her rather than fixed to the world. Since she is wearing
gloves, she uses spoken commands to control her workspace and
navigate the interactive map. She can use the visualization spells
Paul has already prepared for her in the workspace, making it easy
to see geographic areas where more data collection is needed.

Because the Microsoft HoloLens 2 did not support the use of the
Web Speech API in the Edge browser at the time of our system design—
and the Edge browser is the only fully WebXR compatible browser that
can be used on the HoloLens 2—we opted to offload verbal input to the
user’s handheld Arcane Focus (e.g., a smartphone). The Arcane Focus
transmits spells spoken by the user to Weave, which then relays it to all
other devices connected to the room.

5.1.3 Material Components (“Enchanted Items”)

Optomancy supports the use of material components by treating virtual
and real objects as triggers for spells with a focus on Optomancy
specification updates that support situating visualizations in the real
space around the user. Typically this is done using a barcode or fiducial
marker on the object to uniquely identify such enchanted items. This
identifier is sent to Weave as a parameter that is treated differently
from the verbal and somatic components, since it has a natural spatial
mapping that can be used to situate virtual objects in the scene.

Material components can thus trigger events similar to gestures or
verbal commands, and can also be used to position and orient the results



Table 1: Spellbook primitives. Overview of the spoken and gestural primitives included in Spellbook.

ASL WORD:Workshop

Initializes a new workspace, allowing analysts to switch
between collections of views within the same room.

SPOKEN WORD:Workspace

Workspace Creation

ASL WORD: Point (Dot)

Modifies the type of mark used for a selected visualization such
that the figure is a scatter plot.

SPOKEN WORD: Point

Mark Type: Points

ASL WORD: Bar (Rod)

Modifies the type of mark used for a selected visualization such
that the figure is a bar chart.

SPOKEN WORD: Bar

Mark Type: Bars

ASL WORD: Columns

Modifies the type of mark used for a selected visualization such
that the figure is a column chart.

SPOKEN WORD: Column

Mark Type: Columns

ASL WORD: Line

Modifies the type of mark used for a selected visualization such
that the figure is a line chart.

SPOKEN WORD: Line

Mark Type: Lines

ASL WORD: Paint

Colors marks by variable values

SPOKEN WORD: Color

Color

ASL WORD: Book

Toggle Spellbook open or closed

SPOKEN WORD: Book

OPEN

CLOSE

Toggle Spellbook

ASL WORD: New

Creates new views in the current workspace.

SPOKEN WORD: View

View Creation

ASL WORD: Axis

Creates a new axis in the current view

SPOKEN WORD: Axis

Axis Creation

Spellbook Primitives
A table of available spell primitives within Spellbook. Primitives consist of an American Sign Language gesture and matching spoken command.

of the method they trigger via direct manipulation. We opted to keep
the usage of material components relatively simple and limited for the
time being, with an eye toward future extension both by users and in
later iterations of the Wizualization system.

Data-Driven Storytelling (Fig. 1.III)
Meanwhile, CARLOS, who is Paul and Ana’s boss, is sit-
ting in an auditorium listening to a talk at the CDC’s
headquarters in Atlanta, GA while preparing a state-

ment to journalists about the new study. His HMD allows him to
keep an eye on the speaker while skimming through views that
Paul and Ana are constructing in their common workspace. Since
he is unable to both speak and gesture in the auditorium, he uses
his smartphone that has been woven into Wizualization to inter-
act with the 3D workspace suspended in mid-air in front of him.
Carlos, a trained economist, is troubled by the poor nutrition of
groceries in the rural supermarkets Ana is surveying, and his mind
immediately goes to supply chains affected by the pandemic.

5.2 Interactions and Spell Chaining

One design consideration for Wizualization has been iterative simplifi-
cation of the user’s workflows. Suppose that a user finds themselves
repeating the same sequence of tasks to create a visualization:

1. Set the mark type as point;
2. Select two scalar variables and join them into a 2D scatterplot;
3. Set the color variable for the 3D scatterplot; and
4. Add a third variable and create a 3D scatterplot.
This is the workflow depicted in Fig. 5. What if the user could reduce

this to a single gesture or spoken word? In our implementation, this is
handled via Weave (Fig. 3); the iterative layering nature of Optomancy
supports the reduction of analytical task components into abstracted
user inputs. Once a spell has been crafted by the user in Wizualization
then stored and propagated via Weave, it cannot only be cast at will,
but can also be folded into future user-crafted spells.

Thus, a sequence like the above can be reduced to a simple phrase or
wave of the hand. Even without this iterative simplification, IA systems
have been praised by users as accelerating the creation of graphical
representations of data compared to traditional 2D environments [5].

5.3 Collaboration in Cross-Virtuality Infrastructure

The necessity of synchronizing multiple devices for a single user has an
implicit beneficial byproduct: It becomes trivial to support synchronous
collaboration, both remotely and in co-located settings. Wizualization
does not distinguish between individual users; rather, it presents all
users with a shared room with a layout determined by the latest ver-
sion of the Optomancy specification, which is updated through signals
propagated across Arcane Focuses by Weave via socket.io messages.
Thus, all users on all devices are privy to a continuously updated shared
view—each room plays the role of an XR visualization equivalent to a
Google Doc in terms of synchronization frequency.

Fig. 7 describes a typical collaborative user scenario. In a collabora-
tive scenario, all users’ spells are appended to the same spell sequence,
which updates the view globally for all users in the room. Users interact
freely with elements of the scene at their individual discretion; the active
workspace or view is local to each user, but the grammar specification
is global for the room. Each user can cast spells independently into the
sequence, and then the recognized spell returns new spell blocks from
Spellbook and visualizations from OptomancyR3F for all users. Any
number of globally disparate spell casters can create a shared view of
the datasets loaded in their room and discuss them in real time using
any additional collaborative conferencing software of their choice as
shown in the Fig. 7 example, or they can work asynchronously.

Synchronous & Remote Collaboration (Fig 1.IV & V)
CARLOS realizes that he lacks vital information for his
upcoming press conference, so he leaves the talk to
call an impromptu meeting with PAUL in Maryland

and ANA in North Dakota. Wizualization supports synchronous
remote collaboration, enabling all three to view Paul’s workspace
as he walks them through his data analysis. Paul agrees with Car-
los’ suspicion about supply chain disruptions caused by the pan-
demic, and is quickly able to pull up data from the U.S. Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA) limited-access data on national logis-
tics to confirm the suspicion. Then Ana presents the most recent
findings from her ongoing supermarket survey. Her data shows
that rural supermarkets are still lacking fresh produce and dairy,
but that the supply chain situation is slowly improving. Satisfied,
Carlos signs off and heads out to meet the press.
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OptomancyR3F

Spells Signals
Wizualization combines spell blocks to create Optomancy
specifications for our demonstration visualizations

OptomancyR3F renders R3F visualizations from an Optomancy specification

AxisAxis

View

Color

x: { field: "Petal Width",
type: "quantitative" }

{
datasets: [{ name: "iris", values: iris }],
workspaces: [{

data: "iris",
views: [{

mark: "point",
encoding: {

x: { field: "Petal Width",
type: "quantitative" },

y: { field: "Petal Length",
type: "quantitative" },

z: { field: "Sepal Width",
type: "quantitative" },

color: { field: "Species",
type: "nominal" }

}
},
{

mark: "point",
encoding: {

x: { field: "Sepal Width",
type: "quantitative" },

y: { field: "Sepal Length",
type: "quantitative" },

color: { field: "Species",
type: "nominal" }

}
}]

}]
}

x: { field: "Sepal Width",
type: "quantitative" }

y: { field: "Petal Length",
type: "quantitative" }

y: { field: "Sepal Length",
type: "quantitative" }

color: { field: "Species",
type: "nominal" }

color: { field: "Species",
type: "nominal" }

z: { field: "Sepal Width",
type: "quantitative" }

views: [{ mark: "point", encoding: { ... }},
{ mark: "point", encoding: { ... }}]

Axis

Axis

Axis

Color

View

Axis

Color

Wizualization maps recognized spells to spell blocks which are
displayed to the user in the scene

Weave synchronizes
signals across devices

Set of spells (gestures or spoken
commands) required for this example

"axis"

"view"

"color"

a b c ed f g

Fig. 5: Example user workflow. Once the user has loaded their dataset(s) into Wizualization, they may then begin crafting. The user can choose to
cast spells via spoken commands or gestures (or both). Each recognized spell will return components from Spellbook to display the appropriate
code block to the user in a set of connected spell blocks in the XR scene. The contents of each spell block are added to the room’s Optomancy
specification and the resulting visualization is produced in front of all connected users after each iteration.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6: Gesture recognition. The clapping gesture (a) and (d)—or any
gesture that involves touching all opposite-hand fingertips recognized
in the view—initializes a spell-casting period, while the double-pinch
gesture (b) and (e) initializes a gesture recording period that will allow for
macro creation (c). When the gesture recording period begins, after a
1-second delay, a sparkling aura appears around the user’s hands. The
white gloved hands shown in (d), (e), and (f), while removed in the final
version of Wizualization, are left to better illustrate the use of hand pose
tracking data as a central element of user interaction with the system.

6 DISCUSSION

We base the magic approach in this paper on the fact that metaphors
have power, both in terms of knowledge transfer and familiarity, but also
for engaging and motivating the user. As a case in point, the desktop
metaphor for personal computing—with icons, windows, files, folders,
and trashcans—has persisted and empowered users since its introduc-
tion. And this despite significant early (and also more recent) criticism
against the use of such metaphors. In addition, the supernatural and
the fantastical—that which is beyond the visible and observable—are
extraordinarily fascinating to humans, and serve as perfect catalysts
for immersive analytics. This notion even has support in visualization
literature given the recent Best Paper at IEEE InfoVis 2021, where
Willet et al. [78] introduce the idea of superpowers as inspiration and
motivation for specific data visualization features.

It is also worth asking what limitations may be introduced by basing
our work on a magic metaphor. Are there specific features, transforma-
tions, or visualizations that are impractical in such a system? One such
potential limitation is that 3D visualizations in general are plagued by
several challenges, such as occlusion, perspective foreshortening, legi-
bility, reach, and the need for 3D navigation. However, this challenge is
not unique to our system, and, besides, many of these problems can be
mitigated [47]. Another, more relevant, limitation is the discoverability
and usability of both voice commands as well as gestures. As noted
by Norman [54], “a pure gestural system makes it difficult to discover



Signals
Order of spell input to create this example

Column

Spells cast by Crafter 1

Spells cast by Crafter 2

AxisAxis AxisAxis

View Point Axis Axis Axis Color

Point Axis Axis Axis ColorView

VIEW 1

VIEW 2

VIEW 3

Spells (Gestures / Speech)

United States and United Kingdom

Remote Crafters

Column

"column"

Point

"point"

Axis

"axis"

View

"view"

Color

"color"

Set of spells (gestures or spoken commands) required for this example

Using HoloLens 2Remote Crafter 2Remote Crafter 1 Using HoloLens 2

g VIEW 1 VIEW 2 VIEW 3

Resulting Visualizations for Crafter 2

g VIEW 1 VIEW 2 VIEW 3

Resulting Visualizations for Crafter 1

Wizualization Remote Session

Fig. 7: Collaborative user flow. In this scenario, a user from the United States is analyzing a dataset in collaboration with a user from the United
Kingdom over a video call while sharing a Wizualization room. Remote Crafter 1 (highlighted in blue) casts a spell specifying a column. Remote
Crafter 2 (highlighted in red) casts an axis spell to add an axis to a view; then, he casts a second. Crafter 1 creates a new view, then Crafter 2
specifies that it is to be a scatter plot using the point gesture, and so on and so forth as illustrated in the “Signals” pane until they ultimately create the
selection of views represented in the “Wizualization Remote Collaboration Session” pane.

the set of possibilities” that the system provides. The same is true of
spoken commands. We attempt to address this in the paper by both
providing visual guides, as well as basing our gestures on American
Sign Language and as common spoken words, respectively.11 However,
addressing discoverability in “natural interfaces” is not our focus and
we do not claim that our mitigation strategies are optimal.

We should also acknowledge that gestures, while consistent with
the magic metaphor and well-suited to the AR environment, are also
associated with interaction fatigue [30]. Fortunately, Wizualization
supports multiple interaction modalities, including both speech and
touch interaction, which reduces the impact of such interaction fatigue.

Of course, the present paper is primarily an engineering contribution
and presents no empirical evidence supporting any of our claims about
the utility of XR visualization authoring. Rather, our value proposition
is qualitative: That visualization authoring in the field and on-the-go
is only consistent with simple touchscreen interaction, mid-air ges-
tures, and verbal commands in XR, and that magic is as effective a
metaphor as any (and more engaging than most) to guide users in this
task. Fastidiously typing visualization specifications in JSON, or even
selecting visualization templates or building blocks from a touchscreen
menu, is not. While we agree that it would be productive to conduct
empirical user studies to guide specific design choices or validate the
utility of specific features, we firmly believe that the overall utility of
our Wizualization system is sound.

Paul, Ana & Carlos — Meeting the Press
The time has come for CARLOS to meet the press.
While PAUL and ANA have not completed their data
collection and analysis, the American public is clam-

oring for news about the food deserts in rural America whose ex-
pansion have only been accelerated by the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic. Carlos wears his Apple Vision Pro to the press confer-
ence because it allows him to use his hands to pull up Paul’s and
Ana’s workspaces and present the different visualizations to the
cameras. The audience can see the workspace from his point of
view. Paul and Ana remain in voice communications with him and
part of the Wizualization session so that they can aid his presenta-
tion, both by feeding him information in real-time in response to
questions from reporters as well as by constructing new visualiza-
tions on the fly. In the end, Carlos is able to reassure an anxious
public that while rural diets have indeed been disrupted by dis-
ease, social distancing, and poor logistics, the supply chains are
being reestablished. After all, winter is coming. THE END.

11Happily, no Expecto Patronum! for us.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented WIZUALIZATION, an XR system for visualization
authoring based on mid-air gestures and speech dressed up in a hard
magic metaphor. Using this system, a user can create data visualizations
in 3D space using a combination of hand gestures, verbal commands,
and data bindings using an XR HMD such as a Microsoft HoloLens
2 for seamless ubiquitous analytics anywhere and anytime. We con-
tinue the magic metaphor to the components that make up the overall
system: (i) Optomancy is our grammar of graphics for visualization;
(ii) Spellbook is an XR analytical notebook and collection of gestures
and verbal commands for casting various actions (spells); (iii) Arcane
Focuses integrate “magical artifacts” (smartphones) into the system;
and (iv) Weave propagates signals between the physical components.
We have described each of these different components in depth and
explained their roles in the overall system. We have also demonstrated
Wizualization in a motivating example showcasing how it can be used
to author immersive, situated, and ubiquitous analytics experiences.

We see significant potential for future work in this area. As dis-
cussed earlier, we anticipate conducting laboratory and field studies
to validate the utility of the Wizualization system. Toolkit and system
evaluation is often difficult because of ecological validity demands,
lack of comparison baselines, training requirements, etc. Therefore, we
anticipate turning to work such as that of Ledo et al. [39] for inspiration.
Beyond evaluation, there is opportunity for new visual representations,
new mid-air interaction techniques, and new analytics methods that are
specialized for mobile analytics. In addition, many questions remain.
What is the equivalent of a dashboard in a 3D workspace? How do you
help users discover and remember gestures and commands? To what
degree do current and future SA systems support the analytical process
when it is conducted in situ [66]? And how do you overcome challenges
intrinsic to 3D such as occlusion, distortion, and legibility? We look
forward to building on the Wizualization system as we continue to
answer such questions in our future research.
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